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Whats new in Project Wonder?
 
Mike Schrag:  [0:02] All right. Everybody ready? Hold onto your hats. OK. What's New in Project Wonder 5. I'm Mike Schrag, again. Andrew could not be with us, but he is with us in spirit, grumpy, grumpy spirit. He can hear that on the DVDs later. Probably should turn my machine so this will actually work. I've co‑opted Mark's remote, here. OK. So, oh yeah, lights.
Man 1:  [0:40] It's not the lights.
Mike:  [0:41] I know better than to go over them.
Man 1:  [0:42] Yeah.
Mike:  [0:43] I'm going to stay right here till the lights go down. Thank you very much. So, the summary. There are over 1500 commits this past year. These stats are from last WOWODC. That's about 12,000 lines of change logs. One of the most recent things that we've done is we've switched over to Subversion, that's just in the past week or so. [applause]
Mike:  [1:06] Which, I know, many people will be happy about. In particular, that means now you can do SV externals and things like that. One other thing I just wanted to mention. If people aren't aware of it, there is a Project Wonder blog that, up until WOWODC, there are weekly updates to. Then WOWODC ruined everything, because I had to do 12,000 lines of reviewing of change logs. Projectwonder.blogspot.com, and Andrew and I sort of post randomly on that. I try to do it once every week, I have a reminder set up every week, but then, I often delay it two hours at a time for three days. And [inaudible 01: [1:26] 41] . So, one of the big things that happened this year is obviously 5.4, the 5.4 support in Project Wonder. This turned out to be a lot trickier than we expected it to be. It necessitated switching to separate builds of Project Wonder.
[1:55] So, one of the things you may have noticed in the past year is that there are two builds of Project Wonder now. There is a 5.3 and a 5.4 build and never the twain shall meet. You know, if you're using 5.4, you want the 5.4 build and if you're using 5.3, you want only the 5.3 build. Everything will explode and your house will burn down if you try to do anything else.
[2:13] It's mostly transparent other than that, though. Once you pick the right one, you really shouldn't be able to tell except...The one caveat here, which is previously we would rewrite...When you said WO conditional, that would turn into ERX WO conditional magically in 5.4 and that's actually to be able to do things like just to nicely be able to use ERXLs so you can do If‑Ls constructs and components.
[2:39] 5.4 added their own support for If‑Ls and it works in a little different way than ours. In 5.4 we backed out that re‑write, so if you use WO conditional in 5.4, you want to...Basically if you want the Wonder version, you want to switch to using explicitly ERX WO conditional and not just use WO conditional. There is an override that you can switch it back if you intend to never use 5.4's conditional. That's just the one caveat that I'll toss out that you may have to search and replace for that.
[3:10] The one thing that I did want to say is...Guido is a little more circumspect about this...WO 5.4.2 is pretty well‑known at this point. It's an iPhone SDK in the prereleases, and it looks really good. I mean, we've had some public and semi‑public comments about the 5.4 line, and just the complexities that it's caused for us, but 5.4.2 does look very good.
[3:34] In fact, there are pretty good odds that we'll be switching to 5.4 when 5.4.2 comes out. I know several people have been eyeballing a few of us to see when the canary in the cave goes. One of the things I wanted to do this year, I know it came up in previous years, that people wanted to know what is the road map for Project Wonder?
[3:59] One of the things I wanted to put into each of these slides is a little call out for each of the topics 'What are the things we're thinking about?' What I want to make clear is, this is not a commitment to a road map. This is just, sort of, things that we think about that we might want to do. Some of them more concrete than others.
[4:18] I actually had versions of these slides where I gave percentage probability of them happening, and I said, "I'm not going to do that." Just use your imagination, maybe it will happen. The obvious one for 54 support is future WO support. The WO team is very dedicated, they're working actively and we like to think that there will be new versions, and maybe we'll hear about new versions this week.
[4:39] Obviously, for Wonder, we wanted to continue to be committed to supporting future WO versions. In the core, one of the things that's in Project Wonder this year is ERX key, which is awesome, and chainable qualifiers, and chainable sort orders. So what is ERX key? If you look at this first line...
[5:06] If you're using the Project Wonder Velocity EO Generator Templates, you'll see these things are getting generated for you now. If you look at the top there, where it used to be just the first name and last name string constants, now there's a first name, last name, in addition to the string constants that were always there, there's now first name, last name, age, whatever, ERX key constants as well.
[5:29] And what ERX key allows you to do is, all kinds of really slick stuff. Like, for instance, this. If you've ever written qualifiers, you have really two choices, one is write qualifiers as a big string and get zero compiler checking. The second choice is that you write your qualifiers in Java code, and the EO qualifier API was written by someone who really likes to type a lot. The API is just big.
[5:58] One of the things we thought would be really cool is to be able to make chainable qualifiers. That you can take a qualifier, chain it to the next qualifier with various verb and nouns. In this is example you can see, person.first name is Mike and person.age is greater than 29. You can string these things arbitrarily complex. What I end up finding is, when you read that line, it reads basically exactly like what the qualifier would be.
[6:26] In addition, you get compiler checking and because they're generic you get type safety on them so you can actually type‑check that you're passing the right things into your qualifiers, which is pretty cool.
[6:37] If you don't want to jump in and do the ERX key thing necessarily, ERX key is calling through to ERXQ and ERXQ is just if you were to write the qualifiers and code but not type so much that's ERXQ. It's basically just a whole bunch of shortcut utility methods to doing qualifier generation. This is sort of flipped around in the notation but it's the same thing.
[7:03] Similarly, there's chainable sort orders. This is relatively new, but using the same system you can do person.lastname acscending and then person.firstname ascending. You can chain together things where you didn't have to pass in endless arrays of sort orderings, which are always really tedious because you make the sort ordering and then you have to wrap it in an S‑array which then takes the array of sort orderings and it ends up being this huge thing just to say I want an ascending first name.
[7:32] You can also do shortcuts for filtering. Instead of what EO qualifier filtered array or whatever it is now there's person.firstname is Mike, filter people. That'll filter people with this qualifier, the result of that qualifier. Key paths and type safety. Not only is it type safe but it can construct type safe key paths.
[7:58] This is slightly meta and odd, but you can say person.company.companylocation. What this does is actually construct a key path of company.location and, if you notice, the generic type is actually correct, it'll pass the type through. You'll end up generally knowing that your types are correct all the way through your key paths.
[8:22] I had a core roadmap and that core roadmap was packages. Monday Andrew decided he would do packages so that kind of ruined that roadmap slide. This is one that people have been asking for for quite a while which is to reorganize Project Wonder because, quite frankly, Project Wonder, like Andrew said, it started 2001, 2002, whatever, and lots of fingers in lots of pots. As a result, it never got reorganization in a way that makes sense to people coming into it.
[8:58] Andrew and I spent a lot of time, about eight months ago, reorganizing all the classes in Project Wonder into what we thought would be an organization that made sense to people and we essentially refractored all the classes into these.
[9:13] The nice thing is because the classes in Wonder are names based typically with a leading ERX, you really just need go to into Eclipse just go and select your source folder and just say organize imports and it'll fix everything, for the most part. There are a few little odd men out there. Hopefully, in the long run, this is the beginning of Wonder becoming a little more accessible to people.
[9:39] Ajax. There's actually specifically an Ajax session so I'm just going to mention a couple of things here. These are the new things in Ajax since last year. I'm talking fast. There are 12,000 lines of change logs I have to get through in not a lot of time. New in Ajax. Prototype 16 and Scriptaculus 1.8, this is basically just the next generation of the JavaScript frameworks that we use in Ajax.
[10:07] A big one that I spent a lot of time on this year is making it leaner and meaner. Ajax framework from last year, if you looked at the generated output of it, was actually pretty verbose. It would actually generate quite a bit of in‑line JavaScript which was perfectly functional but when you start putting a lot of these things on a page as your pages get more complex they ended up generating just very large page outputs.
[10:30] Part of what we've done is really pushed a lot of what is generated in‑line into reusable JavaScript frameworks, Wonder.js actually. What gets generated in‑line in the HTML is very small, literally down to if I can shave a byte off of the name of a function it's going to do it because it's generated so who cares? The point is to make these pages as tight as we can because as you build more complex applications you end up using a lot of this stuff in pages.
[11:03] Load on demand is another one that's really big. There's been a longstanding problem with components where if you have an Ajax component that's revealed as part of an Ajax update, meaning it wasn't on the page when the page was originally rendered...That itself has JavaScript dependencies...Previously there was no way for the component to inject those into the page to make your page work properly.
[11:25] Now using a feature that is actually slated, I think, for Prototype 1.7 or 2.0, whatever they call it, which we've backported into our tree, Project Wonder and Ajax framework can generate load on demand JavaScript. So when the component renders it keeps track of all of the JavaScript that has been rendered on the page.
[11:45] If there's a new one it will actually inject it on the fly into the page. Which means you get much better encapsulation of your components because previously you had to go at the page level and say, "OK. Well, somewhere in my app I plan on using a date picker JavaScript that's going to appear magically and I need to include that here." You just don't have to do that anymore, so It's much nicer.
[12:05] Jason, Andrew talked about Jason's stuff and he had a lot of cool things in his framework that I thought, "Hey, it would be cool to have some of these in our framework too." So there are some new Jason stuff. Ajax Selection List is a new component that is...If you've looked on Apple's site and you type in their search field in the upper right and it pops up that really nicely‑rendered list that you can do keyboard navigation and it sort of looks like spotlight.
[12:32] Ajax Selection List is, "Hey, I want to do that too." The API is very similar to a popup button, but it gives you component rendering for each of the cells of the list and it's fully Ajax enabled and keyboard navigation. The intent was to also be able to do things like .mac webmail where you can navigate and hit the delete key.
[12:51] So you actually get component action events for delete and enter. You can actually do some pretty nice stuff with that.
[13:00] Ajax Roadmap, there are a couple things, Ajax browser, I've always wanted to have the Coco style browser thing, the column‑based view. So that will be coming eventually. Ajax Live Search, Ajax Selection List is just the list part of that, but integrating that into a much fancier version of what is currently the Ajax autocompleter. So you can literally do what Apple does with their search, that'll be coming in.
[13:28] Java's group of framework abstraction, this is kind of a big one, there have been several requests to not use prototype, that you want to use MooTools or jQuery. One of the problems with this historically has been that most of our components actually talk JavaScript in line, in the code.
[13:45] One of the side effects from abstracting all our JavaScript out for performance reasons is that our JavaScript is abstracted out. So the API that we call into JavaScript in our code is actually much smaller now and doesn't need as much API coverage from the Java side.
[14:02] So the medium to long term goal is to eventually get all of that out so that you can literally pull out and someone can implement a jQuery version of wonder.js that would then allow you to use jQuery instead of prototype and Scriptaculous.
[14:18] Multicomponent updates. Currently when you do an Ajax update you can refresh one component at a time, one component per request basically. If you want to do multiple components you can chain them together, but you get a request per refreshing component, basically. Those could be arbitrarily complex as far as where they're positioned, heirarchally, on the page. But essentially one refresh of your page is one hit to the server.
[14:46] There are several scenarios where it's very desirable to be able to update more than one component in a single request. It presents some very tricky problems in terms of DOM manipulation to do that and on the server side to actually be able to manage that process, but it would be something that would be really cool to be able to do.
[15:06] There are some beginnings of it in Wonder framework that isn't committed yet that I'll kind of mention and partial updates is the other one. One of the things that we actually, I think, have a much stronger framework than Rails, for the most part, because we are stateful we can do a lot of very cool things very easily. One of the things we really suck at is when you have the easy cases.
[15:32] You have a series of blog comments and you want to add a comment and have it just appear at the bottom of the list without necessarily having to turn around and hit the server and refresh that whole list.
[15:46] One of the complexities in our framework is we're fully component rendered which means we have to talk to the server to render that. The other downside is because of the way WOA component actions work they all have those unique numbers on them so if you just inject into the middle of the list your numbers are now off. Addressing this in some ways so that we can do partial updates of components. There's several cases.
[16:11] If you wanted to go and write, for instance, 37 Signals, their chat application, Campfire, that's actually kind of tricky to do in an optimized way. It's very easy to do by just refreshing all the chat comments, but it's very hard to just do the optimal implementation on that right now. A couple of those cases that would be really nice to fix up on the frameworks.
[16:34] WOA end components. ERX component is a new thing. It's required to do click to open, which Gido showed earlier. It also adds a whole bunch of nice utility methods. It's just a convenient base class to extend. It had support for default CSS and JavaScript. If you want to have a CSS file that is named the same as your component rather than have to manually include those all the time you can just override, use default CSS returns true.
[17:07] ERX Flickr batch navigation. I don't know if anyone else noticed but WOA batch navigation bar is horribly, horribly ugly. ERX Flickr batch navigation is a total ripoff of Flickr but it looks really good and we have that, too, now. If you look on the web, everybody rips of Flickr at this point for pagination. It's basically a drop‑in. It has a couple fancier features. There's also an Ajax version of it, but generally it's just about making nice, modern looking WOA apps.
[17:40] ERX delayed request handler. This thing's kind of crazy. I won't go too much into it, but it addresses the problem when you have a response that you kick off that turns out to be longer than you thought it would be and you'd normally get a time out, you get a no instance available time out.
[17:56] ERX delayed request time handler is pretty magically. It pushes all your requests into a thread pool and rather than drop the connection and give you the no instance available it can instead break off, run in the background, and give the user back a 'your request is taking too long.'
[18:14] You can handle this in a much nicer way. In addition, there are some hooks into the JDBC stuff where you can attempt to kill these long running operations, preventing some of the possible cases where you bring down your instances because your things are taking too long. This is pretty new. I have not used this in app yet. This is written by Anjo. It looks pretty awesome.
[18:40] Oh yeah, I don't have my next view slide so I forgot. This is what the Flickr patch navigation looks like. These are two examples. You can totally custom style this. The top one is basically the 'I completely rip off Flickr view.' The bottom one is the view with a slightly custom style sheet where it's the I'm not completely ripping off Flickr but I am completely ripping off Flickr.
[19:10] Nothing...I mean, components are kind of a weird one, there's not like this set of, what would be a great component? I mean, components are more sort of when things come up that you need; you make them. I don't really have a grand strategy for them.
[19:27] EOF, Editing context logging. This is the classic horrible problem that most people will get tripped up by. This is almost entirely a non‑issue in Project Wonder. There are a couple little border cases where you still have to care about it, but for the most part, you don't. We've done a lot of work over the past year. Most of this was at the beginning of last year, or the beginning of this section of commits. But yeah, I mean, for the most part, you just don't care about this.
Automatic inverse relationship updating. This is another one that a lot of people don't realize, if you bind a WO pop‑up button to a 2: [19:58] 1 relationship, that by default only updates half of your relationship. It doesn't do the add object to both sides of relationship with key.
[20:18] So, yeah, automatic inverse relationship updating in Wonder, you can just basically turn it on and you don't care about this anymore. There are cases where you really want to care about this, but for the most part, you don't. By the time you realize you need to care about it, you'll know enough to not be tripped up by this anyway.
[20:38] So, it's really all about people coming to the platform to try to provide a set of frameworks that allows you to not shoot yourself in the foot without realizing it. A lot of Wonder is about that.
[20:48] Other things that are kind of cool, Java memory adapter. This is an in memory database implementation, so if you were writing test cases or you just need to be able to sort of set up an EO stack that you don't want to create a database to do that, you can actually, literally, it's just like you'd have a JDBC adapter, this thing appears to be EOF to everything up above it, except there's no database. So, it's kind of cool for setting up test cases and example apps.
[21:19] Java REST adapter. This is something that's inspired by the ActiveResource plugin and ActiveResource gem in Rails, where you can essentially set up the equivalent in Rails of a model, an EO model, and EO into these that point to remote web services. So, JSON based web services, essentially. So, this makes remote services appear to be EOs.
[21:47] So, if you have, well...IMDB is a terrible example, because they're backwards about services. But conceptually, if you wanted to read data from IMDB and they provided a RESTful web service, you can essentially just create an EO model that points to the RESTful web service with a couple little tricks that you fill in in your model. From there on out you just treat it like regular EOF. You can fault them, fault relationships, all that kind of stuff. It's pretty slick.
[22:14] The migration API, this is a pretty huge one. The migration API, last year we showed the existence of migrations themselves, which is that this problem of you have multiple frameworks, they all have interdependencies in terms of models. You have interdependencies in terms of versions.
[22:34] So if you use ER attachment and your application has your internal framework that has EO models and your application itself has application‑level models, all those have varying version dependencies that you have to execute in correct order.
[22:47] The migration system inside of Project Wonder has a pretty neat way to model all these dependencies in a way that makes it so you never really have to worry about this, that you write them once in development and then they just execute in dependency order in production and things just consistently work and your database is consistently upgraded.
[23:07] One of the problems is that the previous version of this was SQL based, which was convenient at the time. One of the things that's nice about EOF is that we don't care about databases. I can talk to front base or I can talk to postgress and my code doesn't care. As soon as you start throwing SQL scripts into the mix, you have to start to care because all of a sudden your syntax, all the reasons why EOF exists, or at least half of them are now violated.
[23:31] So it's sort of a pressing need to come up with an API for doing migrations. It turns out that EOF provides a schema migration API. It also turns out to be the case that EOF provides a really, really bad schema migration API. It's just confusing to use. It's very complicated. It's tied into EO models themselves, which is a very big problem in migrations because the version of your database won't match the version of the model that you have sitting in your project at any point in time.
[24:01] So you really need an API that sits below the EO model layer, which is to say that when you ship your app, you have the model. But when you run migrations you might have version five of your database, but the latest model is always the one that you have. So you have to be able to transition from version five to version ten. So you can't rely on the model because you don't have version seven of the model lying around in your app typically.
[24:26] The migration API is a new API that attempts to address this in a database independent way as much as possible. So similar to the previous migration API that was SQL‑based, you extend a migration class and you implement your upgrade method. There's actually a new variant that makes this a little easier even.
[24:49] In a new API rather than talking to the channel directly and executing SQL, you can instead get a migration database class. A migration database class has all kinds of methods. In particular, you can get handles to tables. Note that these aren't performing any SQL ops at this point, we're just talking to generically that there should be a table named this there. In this case, it's doing a new table, so it's saying, "I want to create a new table."
[25:14] You can say, I want to have these integer columns that allow null/false that this string column is a certain length that that's one of the holes in the API right now in terms of database independence. You can create another integer column and you can set your primary keys.
[25:30] When you call create on the table, it actually puts together all the schema migration calls underneath to the EOF API with a dynamically created model that it makes on the fly based on the things that you've said and performs those updates.
[25:45] Likewise, you can modify existing tables. You can say, "OK. Give me the inventory item table that should exist and now add a new string column to it." Again, database independent except for this little guy that I'm working on. In this case it's saying, create...This is a varchar large prototype, but prototypes themselves change over time, so you can't depend on the prototype name.
[26:08] In fact, prototypes in Wonder recently changed. So you have to use the actual width of the column here. It turns out that this is different per database, that front base can say this. You can say, "I want a 200 million character string column," and front base will say OK. Do that postgress and it'll catch on fire.
[26:31] One of the other things that is necessary is that you always have to be able to do SQL ops. There are some people that don't use multiple databases and that part of the migration API isn't all that important. You want to be able to drop down and do direct ops if you need to.
[26:46] One of the really common operations that you need to be able to do is data transition. You've added a new column and you need to prefill that column with valid data. So there's some new APIs that just make this a little bit easier for the really common case where you're going to perform some select statement and then perform an update on every row of that select statement without having to deal with JDBC connection result set, blah, blah, blah, open and closing.
[27:14] You don't have to worry about leaking connections, it does it for you, it's sort of a quasi closure based API.
[27:21] UF Roadmap, OK, so that one's done, so that's cool, kit's half done. Guido showed you that entity modeler can now generate the initial migration for you, it can spit out the Java code based on your model. One of the things that will be coming in is change tracking. It's actually secretly tracking changes internally, it just doesn't expose it in any way to you yet, to be able to generate subsequent model changes for you or model migrations.
[27:54] Java Memory Adapter mock data generation, I always thought it'd be kind of cool for test cases to be able to...Using the whole mock data concept, to be able to take your model and generate mock data behind the Java Memory Adapter so you can write test cases that auto generate crazy data to test your app against.
[28:12] The Java REST adapter, ER rest integration. Java REST adapter was actually tested against active resource Rails apps. Project Wonder has its own equivalent to active resource, or REST based web services on the server side, but right now those aren't as integrated as they really should be. It would be nice if one knew a little bit more about the other, so you could do some kind of cooler stuff.
[28:39] ER attachment framework. This is actually my personal favorite. It's based on attachment fu, which is another Rails gem. It provides an easy way to upload attachments into your system that go into the database, go in the file system, upload the S3.The whole key, for me, is that this thing is really easy. How easy is it? So. Thank you.
[29:08] Check that you want to include the framework. Set up a relationship from your person that you want an avatar, and the person that avatar...That points to your attachments don't create the inverse relationship. Create a migration, there's a base migration that does it for you. You just need to tell it that you want person avatar ID.
[29:31] And then, you make a form that has an ER attachment upload component, and you give it the editing context and the relationship. And you make an ER attachment viewer in the page where you want to show the attachment. And that's it. So, I mean, ER attachment is super cool. I mean, it does all kinds of magic behind the scenes to make it very, very easy for you to do. My goal was to make it the minimal amount of typing that you possibly could do to get attachments into your app.
[29:58] And it's great, there are so many cases where, you know, when you look at modern web apps, and avatars is kind of a big thing. We use it in one of our applications to do...A lot of our entities have kind of the equivalent of avatars, but you know, manufacturers and models, they have icons and logos and things like that. It's really cool for that. It's a very simple way to drop in just small images.
[30:17] One of the things that will be coming up. We actually have an asset management system that has a whole thumbnailing framework that uses CoreImage and ImageMagick and all the other...Java 2D and stuff like that that you can swap in and out. So, thumbnailing, we'll be coming to that. One of the other ones that quite possibly will be coming is virus scanning. If you have a system that's a little more public and you want people to upload to it, virus scanning is something that becomes, eventually, a liability.
[30:46] ER Rest, I kind of briefly mentioned this. It's essentially creating RESTful web services that are just very simple web services that are XML or JSON based that end up with nice pretty URLs that kind of map onto your model.
[31:04] You can vend a service of your app where you can say, I want, /person/1005, I want all the companies for all the people. I want all the companies, period. Traverse arbitrarily deep relationships in your URL that all map back onto your system in a kind of magical way. Again, it's sort of easy. How sort of easy is it?
[31:30] So, it's not as easy as ER attachment. The big thing with RESTful, with anything that exposes data in a service fashion is security. So if you're making Twitter and it's all public data and you don't really care, then this is the approach you would take, which is the easy way.
[31:49] Most people don't have just blindly public read‑access to their data, in which case there is a delicate system that you can implement to provide security filtering and all the kinds of things that you would want to do implement this in a safe way. So I'll take the simply case, which is the public‑read access, and the know‑right access. It's almost entirely property based so you can say that define the delegates for various entities in your model.
[32:16] You can say whether you want the full details of your object to be revealed in the service, our whether if you say details false, then it just will return, in this case, the manufacturer ID equals five. If you say details equals true it says manufacturer ID equals five, name is this, age is this, whatever.
[32:34] All the attributes of your object, which you can also control on a parenthesis basis, which appear. Then I can say I want the delegate Model to be this. I'm actually cheating a little bit you can set the defaults for these so you don't have to set it for all of them, but I just wanted to make it not completely contrived.
[32:54] And you can set, in this case the Model Dot manufacturer, I don't want to show details. One of the things that's kind of an issue with XML Services and Jacent Services, for that matter, is how deep do you render the hierarchy of your objects when you give data back? And this ends up being a very per‑application thing that...And per‑request thing that when you ask for certain data you want to give just the top level of information, but other data you might want...
[32:32] For instance, I might want to say when I ask for a person I'd only want to give you the ID's of the groups that you're in, or I might decide that well, if you ask for a person I actually want to give you the full information for all of the groups that they're in. A lot of this depends on how your data is going to be used. But this is one of the cases where the standards haven't really caught here yet which is to say there really aren't any standards for this yet.
[32:52] But, in particular, specifying the depth of your object graph is something that is actually very important and something that isn't really covered at all yet. So here's how you register the Security Delegate. In this case it's public, so we're just going to say, yeah, sure you can access us. If you want read‑write and custom security it's harder. It's not really hard, but you have to implement security, and security is kind of tricky.
[33:12] And the API tries to do things in a fairly optimal way, so it provides a bunch of call back methods that you can implement, that are called in various cases depending on if you traverse...If you ask for all the companies versus if you ask for the companies in the subset of people, and things like that.
[33:27] EO Risk Road Map, one of the things that we have found that we need in a couple of our apps. One, in particular, is the ability to sync EO's between multiple applications in a very easy way, which is that you have a master set of EO's and multiple applications that share that same data set.
[33:42] I mean, essentially once you have a producer, consumer, XML, or Adjacent‑based service it becomes relatively straight forward to implement this. So, right now we actually are using the URS framework to do that. It's very possible to get an ER synch framework that will do some of the things like Synch Services does with managing the truth data base and keeping the things in synch.
[34:02] ER Tagable, this is another one that's pretty cool also ripped off of Rails based on the Access Tagable Gem. It essentially allows you to define tags on arbitrary entities. So, all the Tag Clouds, and being able to associate key words with various objects in the system. It has a pretty cool, Delicious style input component that you can see here.
[34:17] So you can tell it how many of the most popular tags you want to pull back. It does filtering. It does tab completion, all that kind of stuff. So, it's kind of a neat little component. You just drop it in and it just does it. Tag Clouds, so here is just two examples from a couple of the apps that we have using it. You can provide custom style sheets to style this however you want.
[34:37] But, again, you can tell it how many do you want to pull. So you want the 20 most popular tags, and things like that, and it computes the relative sizing of them for you. You just have to provide the CSS for each of the sizes. And again, how easy is it? Slightly more than the ER attachment, because it has to do a little bit more, but again, we try to keep it very, very easy.
[34:52] So you basically register an entity as tagable. I provide a migration, and this time you just give it the entity, and it will generate the migration for you. You add a couple of methods. You don't have to it just makes things easier. So you get a tagable interface to an entity, and you get a tagable entity interface.
[35:07] So both of these would go into your, in this case, inventory item. So it would go into your EO subclass, the non‑underscore class. So you can basically say this one is to say, given a particular instance of an object I want to tag it with this tag. This one says I want to fetch all the inventory items that have a certain tag.
[35:27] So one's kind of a factory. One's more of the covered interface to the individual instance, and once you do that it's basically just drop an ER Tag field in a form, and it says "Minimum two" means that there have to be at least two things tagged with one of those tag names to have it appear in the completion bar. There is a bunch of other things that you can do with it, but the same kind of deal, and we really tried to make this just a drop in that you could, that was very simply.
[35:47] Possible future enhancements, higher approval tags. So if you use Appature, Appature does higher approval tags, not just a flat tags base. This presents a substantially more complicated query interface to actually do this effectively, but there are a bunch of cases where it's useful.
[36:02] ER Chronic, yet another rip‑off of Rails. One of the things I will say is that we have no shame. I mean, if other frameworks are doing cool things we should be able to do cool things. So we will steal those cool things and not feel bad about doing it. ER Chronic is a natural language date parser for Rails that's actually originally called Chronic, or Chronic maybe. Oh, yeah, based on Chronic. There you go.
It's easy. How easy is it? Well, this one is even easier. So, basically Chronic.parse two days from Thursday, or three weeks from yesterday, or 2: [36:22] 00 p.m. You give it just this huge set of crazy date strings, and it will give you back a date span, because if you say tomorrow it doesn't know if you mean the middle of the day. So it gives you a range of valid times, and you can kind of pick one from within the range.
[36:42] So, yeah. That's basically just a drop in, and we have our date picker component can take this as a text field. So you can just type in arbitrary dates into it. That's kind of nice. The big down side and this is just part of the port. I mean, it's a direct port of this library, is that if you speak English it works great.
[36:57] If you don't speak English it does not work so great. It's clearly a pig‑headed American implementation of date parsing. I only speak English, being a pig‑headed American, and therefore if people are interested in using this component, or using this library in other languages, let me know.
[37:12] There is definitely some work to be done. It's kind of a crazy, pattern‑based API. So it's not just a matter of translating strings. You kind of have to think about how your dates are tokenized within your particular language. Those have to be provided, but it would be cool to do. So, if nobody calls then I will assume that Germans don't want to parse dates.
[37:32] So, I was going to actually do a demo of this and then give you a stole all the thunder. So click to open, you basically saw it. It is kind of a hand in hand connection between Wonder and Willips where, again you have the tool bar on every page. You can just click the name of the component and open it. You can hover over components in your page and click them, and it will figure out which component you're over the top of and open it. You can actually provide custom extensions to this.
[37:52] We have one in our applications where you can add an annotation to a page in development mode, and so it'll look at who you are, what page you're on, and it will log a bug in our bug system that tells Mike Shragg on the browse wish list page said, "This page is horrible." You know, whatever.
[38:07] Or that this page is great. And then we just close that. So, don't do that no. Possible future ideas, so this is kind of a big research area, if you want to call it...That sounds a little high fluting. But to me this is the direction of the future of Web Objects Builder. As I see it, one of the big problems with Web Objects Builder is that you're kind of working in a fake sandbox of building pages.
[38:27] It would be much cooler if you could build pages in your live application while you're running your application. Several things are required to do that, though. One of them is that when I pointed out in the previous session where you can't add methods to running Java classes. Well, if you can add methods to running Java classes, then you can build components on the fly without ever stopping your app.
[38:47] In addition, if you have connections between the browser and your development environment you can then do some all kinds of crazy stuff, like being able to hover over your component and do binding introspection from Safari to be able to do live binding, from inside of Safari to be able to bind components together that you've dropped onto the page, to be able to edit code in the browser.
[39:07] So there is no reason I can't do content and then edit will equals true, type in my component, because Willips knows the structure of your page. Safari has a DOM. Willips framework provides the connection between your browser DOM, and your component hierarchy in your page, there is no reason you can't edit in your browser, and have Willips live change your component content from within Safari.
[39:27] That you're literally live building your application. It also would then be very cool if you had a faux data framework so you could taking your model fill out your application with fake data, which if you notice on the Java Memory Adapter with a mock Data Generator. It would be very cool if you could get mock data, because one of the challenges of building an app is you don't have data in the app to be able to test what the UI looks like.
[39:47] So these are kind of the directions that I'm thinking. To me live app building would be much cooler than Web Builder ever was, which is this kind of just approximate an app. It would be much cooler if you could just run your app. So, whether it's possible I have no idea, but I think we can do a lot of pieces of it that would be cool, and Willips framework and all this stuff are just sort of the beginnings of that.
[40:07] Frameworks Roadmap, there are several frameworks coming up and maybe coming up. We'll see ER mark‑up we have text parsing library with the implements text tile, and some of it you can do plugable parse elements inside the language. So you could do like Curly Bray's markup that calls out to other custom code to do custom rendering within the mark‑up. So it's sort of like Text Tile Plus, and there is no really sensible way that might be moving into Wonder.
[40:27] I kind of posted about this in the list before, too. We have a framework that makes it very easy to do /entity/person‑/five/edit and to get nice URLs that you can mix and match with component URL's but also get sort of very, clean‑direct‑actiony kind of behavior. So your URL's look nice, but you can get the advantage of many of the component action features that make WO really powerful.
[40:47] We've been using this framework actually in several of our apps for a couple of months now, and it ends up being really nice. I mean, you can sort of drop down and use straight‑up component actions when it makes sense, but there is a very easy way to get just nice URL's when you don't need the full component action stuff.
[41:07] ER IUI, the iPhone is really cool. It would be nice if there was a nice WO framework for doing that. I would not be surprised if they announce one also, but we'll find out this week. But if anyone has used the IUI Java Script framework for making iPhone looking applications, or web applications. If you've ever tried to use it with Whoa you will quickly find out that it completely falls on its face with component actions.
[41:27] It has no concept that the URL's that you are constructing might be stateful and that you can't just pull from the browser history and have it be valid anymore. ER IUI is basically we toss all the Java Script stuff. It's rewritten, but we use all the style that they've worked so hard to figure out how to make it look just like an iPhone, except that we can do multi‑component updating.
[41:47] So, if you notice, in the IUI framework when they do a page transition the bottom part slides, but the title isn't changed. They were too lazy to figure out how to make it so. If you were looking at a real iPhone and you do a page transition the title like fades and slides in at a different rate than the bottom part slides in.
[42:07] It turns out if you have an Ajax framework they can update two components at once on a page. You can actually do that. So that framework hopefully will be coming pretty soon. The biggest problem for that framework right now is it turns out that making the title fade and look really fancy makes an iPhone also catch on fire, because the Java Script interpreter is not very fast.
[42:27] However, if anyone has been following Web Kit the Squirrel‑Fish Java Script interpreter is like a huge performance increase. And so, that actually would be really cool. OK. I don't have to fix that then.
[42:42] ER installation check, if you are building Shrink Wrap applications, WO applications one of the things you deal with is, OK. This person dropped my WO on their system, but I have all these dependencies that I need to be able to write to a certain folder. I expect to be able to read Properties Files from a certain location. I need my Connection Dictionary configured properly.
[43:02] It would be nice to have a framework that you could just define a set of rules that are required to be true for your application to run. ER installation check, the intent is to provide that set of rules to make it possible to be able to sell WO applications in a nice polished way. ER Mail Adaptor and Java iMap Adapter, these are things that I've been thinking about for a while about the right way to do them. Java iMap Adapter is actually an implementation of EO Adapter on top of the iMap protocol.
[43:22] So you get folders and messages that are actually EO's, because it turns out that iMap kind of has as many of the same semantics of EO, the EO's that you want faulting, and you want to be able to do batch fetching of messages it would be really cool if you could just kind of do that. It turns out there is actually some really, really hard problems with that, too. But I kind of have a weird prototype of it working, and maybe it will turn into something.
[43:42] ER Mail Adapter is one that I think would be cool, which is right now if you look at ER IM Adapter, the Wonder AIM Adapter, you can basically do component‑based instant messaging communications. So the incoming aim appears to be a component request, and you can using all the normal WO component interfaces you can construct responses and interpret what they said.
[44:02] It would be really cool if you could do that with mail. One of the problems is when you start writing a system that sends out mail you have problems like you get messages that bounce back, and you get people who respond to it. It would be cool if you could get the incoming messages into a mailbox if they could appear to your app to be incoming requests to a request handler, and then be able to respond to those messages with WO components.
[44:22] Obviously, the processing of the incoming messages is kind of tricky, but any number of things that we could tell you that we could call the message bounced action and hand you the messaged object of the message that bounced that you could then respond with a WO component would be really cool. That's something that we're looking into.
ER OFF and ER Directory, this is something we actually have in our system that is [inaudible 47: [44:42] 54] Directory right now that might end up moving into one that which is Curborose Auth and L dap synching and L dap integration.
[44:57] Once you start hooking into the enterprise you very quickly want to be able to do things like drop into an environment that is doing single sign‑on, and have your app integrate nicely and to be able to synch in the inet.org person from L dap and synch that into your system as a Perfin EO. It would be cool if that could be done in a nice, generic way.
[45:17] And the last one is ER Date/Time. Pretty much everyone who came up there who talked about their framework that has a Date/Time framework.
[45:22] Wonder actually doesn't. It's one of the things that just doesn't... MBT actually has a bunch of our stuff. It would actually be kind of cool to pool resources with all the different frameworks and come up with what we think in WO is the right way to handle dates and times that might sitting on top of Joda, or one of the other Java frameworks that might be taking ideas from everybody else.
[45:42] But this is a problem that everybody is solving, and they're solving it in generally, probably a crappy way, because 10 other people solved it also. It would be nice to be able to have one official way to do that, and that's a year of project Wonder.
[applause]
Mike:  [46:02] Questions?
Man 2:  [46:07] You know, we've been talking about the migration stuff. I think it's really interesting. I think there is like a lot of sophistication in it. I mean, it's prior to [inaudible 49:42] . Are a lot of people using it evolving it? I figure your main advice seems to be that if could send up stream to [inaudible 49:51] use it and don't worry about what it's doing. Is that how it makes the most sense?
Mike:  [46:27] I think for the vast majority of Wonder is: Use it because it makes your life easier and don't ask too many questions. But, I mean, yeah certainly there are people who...I mean, I am one of them. I don't want to just use it. I want to really understand it. EUF is very, well as you know, very deep, very complicated. There is a lot of stuff going on. [46:47] One of the things that PR hates us for is that we do whatever it takes to hack whatever we need to hack to make things work the way we want them to. You're welcome to go and dig in and figure out how that works. I mean, it's all there. It's certainly, not necessarily very well documented at that level.
[47:02] We've been trying to get much better about documenting it at an architectural level. Migrations is one in particular that is much harder to explain than it is to use. To explain all the nasty problems that actually crop up when you really start to dig into this problem. However, I recognize that there are any number of questions that you may ask like, "Why can't I use may EO Model?" is a very obvious question in these migrations that is kind of a nasty problem to explain.
[47:22] That we try to explain in the docs, definitely if the docs aren't clear, you know let us know, or let me know, or and we'll try to clarify them so that people do understand what it's doing and why. Some things they're just nasty, and there's not going to be a clear explanation. I mean, if you start digging into the Change Notification stuff that happens. It's just horrible, and there is really no way to make it not all that horrible. But I'd be happy to talk about it if anybody wants. Yeah.
Man 2:  [inaudible 51:27] [51:22]
Mike:  [51:27] All right, so historically our policy is, now this week totally ruins everything, because we did this huge refactoring and everything changed. Wonder historically does not have a stable or unstable build. I built our apps off of the head the tree at Wonder. If Wonder is unstable, my apps do not work, therefore Wonder is always stable. [51:47] Well, I mean, it sounds kind of ridiculous, but our goal is that there is a build of Wonder and it works. Now, occasionally, yeah, things get a little bit wonky, and hopefully with the Subversion Repository it's a little bit easier for you to find a version that you test against, and it works, and you're happy with it.
[52:02] We try to be very clear in the communication on the mailing listed on the blog about when it's about to go into a place where it's going to be ugly and it might break your stuff. I would say prior to this week I would always recommend downloading the head of the tree all the time, because it's very rare that we commit something that doesn't need to be committed either because it's fixing a bug or making things better. A lot of this is internal policy in your own companies.
[52:22] Obviously you have a testing and QA cycle that you determine this is the version of Wonder you're happy with. Again, I will just say that we build off of the head of the tree. When we did refactoring and refactoring, some things broke, we needed to fix that because I want to be able to build my apps.
[52:37] I do that on purpose. Part of it is that it's just convenient, but the other part is that it forces us into a certain amount of rigor with what we publish as Wonder. That I'm willing to sign off and say that I'm building my app tonight, and it needs to work so you can count on this working with your apps too." That's what we shoot for.
[52:57] I hope so, there are any number of interactions that a system has that really are request and response based. WO is designed to, not necessarily assume HTTP, there's a little bit of wonkiness where mail doesn't have HTTP headers, but it does have headers. AIM adapters have none. But they fundamental fit into the model, and if WO components work for one, why not take of advantage of it for any of the stuff? There are lots of future potential for that.
[53:17] If you look around, there are not a lot of custom WO adapters. There's custom EO adapters, but the WO adapters, generally don't get much love. I think there definitely are some very cool potential for other things to be done with them.
[53:32] I sort of did it on a lark with the IM stuff. I was like, "It would be cool if..." It actually turned that it works pretty well. To me it kind of opened my eyes that there are other interactions that we could put into this model. Like I said, a lot of these are research areas, it's sort of, we'll try it on a weekend, and maybe it's a complete failure.
[53:52] Those ones with question marks never show up in project wonder. Or, maybe it turns out that they're actually really cool and they get committed. Ajax update link, instead of saying update container ID equals and action equals, you can say "replace ID", "replace contents ID equals", or something, and "direct action name equals." It's a pretty lame API.
[53:53] The intent was basically, just provide you an ability to do it. But, essentially it is intentionally a different set of bindings to make it, to point out that this is not hooking to an Ajax update container in a stateful way, it's literally replacing an arbitrary div on your page.
[53:53] So, if you wanted to do just sort of, just completely, I mean, not stateless, because you obviously could pass state. But not stateful in a component action way, you can. There's like a tiny, tiny little example in the Ajax example of it. I'm not linking, I think it's the one after link example on the menu. I don't remember what the name is.
[53:53] There's not much there. This is one of those cases where I don't know, I mean, to me, it was like the coolness of Ajax framework was how it just kind of slots into the WO way of doing things and that you just do very little. I was not able to come up with a way that I was happy with, with the direct action style other than just totally doing like what a Rails would do and just pass everything. It's hard to come up with a framework, like what the framework would provide for you. But I'm totally open to ideas.
[53:53] I didn't want to push too far in some of that stuff, because I mean, they showed some kind of cool stuff at last WWC, who knows if we'll get some cool stuff there. I'm kind of hoping that we'll see more of that. But I don't really know. So, some of this stuff, I intentionally kind of avoid, just to see...If we don't have to get into matches with the WO team, then I'd prefer not to. We have enough Wonder matches as it stands.
[53:53] Right. So, I mean, this is basically brand new. It came in like, three weeks ago or two weeks ago. Anjo had some pretty grand ideas for this and he has more ideas that he wants to do. I sort of challenged him and said I think his ideas are impossible. I actually do think some of his ideas are impossible. I mean, you get to some point where you hit a blocking transaction that you cannot kill in a reliable way.
[53:53] But if you start talking to the database, unless your JDBC driver provides some crazy hook to kill it off in a nice way. I mean, you could probably forcefully close the connection. But there are all these weird risks, if you look at the Java VM spec, they removed the thread dot, was it thread.destroy the system? But there's a method that you could send to a thread that it would like kill it.
But the problem is, you can't do that, because if you have a JDBC connection open, for instance, you have an external resource open and you just kill the thread, the [inaudible 57: [53:53] 18] block can't run. So, you know, more power to Anjo if he thinks he can do some crazier stuff with it. I'm sure he can do some crazier stuff with it, but there are limits. There is just reality of the limits of what atomic transactions sizes that you can't get into.
[53:53] But, I mean, the intent is that, yeah, that the longer term is that you have...Instead of all of your request stuff running in the worker thread, it gets pushed off into an executor service thread.
[53:53] The worker thread's free to return at any time. At which point, yeah, I mean, it's conceivable that you could...Assuming your threads instrument themselves properly, that you could monitor one with the other and adjust state on it. Again, there are sort of practical limitations in the WO framework of going too far with that, but I mean, I'm sure there's some kind of neat stuff you could do more with it.
[53:53] So, I would say this is definitely another kind of research area. It's definitely sort of a neat feature, I mean, it prevents a lot of ugly UI problems that would appear in WO apps previously, but it's definitely not a panacea, if your database takes three and a half hours to run, it takes three and a half hours to run. We're not going to be able to do so much about that. So, kind of a wishy‑washy answer.
[53:53] OK, yeah. Any other questions, just grab me afterwards. Thank you.
[applause]
[53:53]
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